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The reactions of yttrium and lanthanum with dinitrogen were reinvestigated. Laser-ablated yttrium and
lanthanum atoms were co-deposited at 4 K with dinitrogen in excess argon, and the low-temperature reactions
of Y and La with N2 in solid argon were studied using infrared spectroscopy. The reaction products YNN,
(YN)2, LaNN, and (LaN)2 were formed in the present experiments and characterized on the basis of14N/15N
isotopic shifts, mixed isotope splitting patterns, stepwise annealing, change of reagent concentration and laser
energy, and comparison with theoretical predictions. Some assignments were made based on a previous report.
Density functional theory calculations were performed on these systems to identify possible reaction products.
The agreement between experimental and calculated vibrational frequencies, relative absorption intensities,
and isotopic shifts of the MNN and (MN)2 (M ) Y and La) molecules supports the identification of these
molecules from the matrix infrared spectra. Plausible reaction mechanisms were proposed for the formation
of these molecules along with tentative identification of the Y3NN molecule.

Introduction

The bonding of dinitrogen with transition metals is of great
interest from both academic and industrial viewpoints because
the binding of dinitrogen to transition metal centers may lead
to the cleavage of the strong N-N bond as in the catalytic
synthesis of ammonia.1-3 The long-standing goal of elucidating
mechanisms of the reactions involving dinitrogen has motivated
numerous experimental and theoretical investigations of the
interactions between metals and dinitrogen.4-11 Complexes, such
as ScNN, Sc(N2), ScN, and (ScN)2, were produced and
characterized using matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy.11cThe
reactions of laser-ablated yttrium and lanthanum with dinitrogen
also have been studied. The complicated IR spectra in the
previous experiment with a high concentration of N2 were
attributed to M(N2) and (MN)2 (M ) Y and La) along with a
number of Y and La nitrides and dinitrogen complexes, among
which some species were tentatively assigned.11a

Recent studies have shown that, with the aid of isotopic
substitution techniques, matrix isolation infrared spectroscopy
combined with quantum chemical calculations is very powerful
for investigating the structure and bonding of novel species.12

To further understand the formations of nitrides and dinitrogen
species of yttrium and lanthanum, the reactions of laser-ablated
yttrium and lanthanum atoms with N2 in a solid argon matrix
were performed. IR spectroscopy and theoretical calculations
provide evidence for the formation of products, such as YNN,
(YN)2, Y3NN, LaNN, and (LaN)2. As compared to the previous
report on the reactions of Y and La atoms with a high
concentration of dinitrogen without theoretical calculations,11a

the present work on the reactions of Y and La with a low
concentration of N2 produced simplified IR spectra, with which
we find a new tentative product Y3NN, make more definitive
assignments for the YNN and LaNN molecules, and characterize

the (YN)2 and (LaN)2 molecules in more detail with isotopic
investigations and DFT calculations.

Experimental and Theoretical Methods

The experiments for laser ablation and matrix isolation
infrared spectroscopy are similar to those previously reported.13

Briefly, the Nd:YAG laser fundamental (1064 nm and 10 Hz
repetition rate with 10 ns pulse width) was focused on the
rotating Y and La targets. The laser-ablated species were co-
deposited with N2 (99.95%) in excess argon onto a CsI window
cooled normally to 4 K by means of a closed-cycle helium
refrigerator (V24SC6LSCP, Daikin Industries). Typically, a
5-15 mJ/pulse laser power was used. Isotopic substituted15N2

(99.8%) and14N2 + 15N2 and high-frequency discharging
scrambled14N2 + 214N15N + 15N2 mixtures were used in
different experiments. In general, matrix samples were deposited
for 30-60 min with a typical rate of 2-4 mmol h-1. After
sample deposition, IR spectra were recorded on a Bio-Rad FTS-
6000e spectrometer at 0.5 cm-1 resolution using a liquid
nitrogen cooled HgCdTe (MCT) detector for the spectral range
of 5000-400 cm-1. Samples were annealed at different tem-
peratures and subjected to broad-band irradiation (λ > 250 nm)
using a high-pressure mercury arc lamp (Ushio, 100 W).

Quantum chemical calculations were performed to predict
the structures and vibrational frequencies of the observed
reaction products using the Gaussian 03 program.14 The BP86
and B3LYP density functional methods were utilized.15 The
6-311++G(d,p) basis set was used for N atoms, and SDD was
used for Y and La atoms.16,17Geometries were fully optimized,
and vibrational frequencies were calculated with analytical
second derivatives.

Results and Discussion

Experiments were performed with N2 concentrations ranging
from 0.02 to 0.2% in excess argon. Typical infrared spectra for
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the reactions of laser-ablated Y and La with N2 in excess argon
in the selected regions are illustrated in Figures 1-6, and the
absorption bands are listed in Table 1. The stepwise annealing
and broad-band irradiation behavior of these product absorptions
also are shown in Figures 1-6.

Quantum chemical calculations were carried out for the
possible isomers and electronic states of the potential product
molecules. Figure 7 shows the optimized structures and
electronic ground states. Table 2 reports a comparison of the
observed and calculated IR frequencies and isotopic frequency
ratios of the reaction products. Calculated vibrational frequencies
and intensities of the potential products are listed in Table 3.

YNN. For the experiments of laser-ablated Y atoms with N2,
the absorption at 1864.7 cm-1 with two trapping sites at 1870.1
and 1866.3 cm-1 appears on annealing to 25 K, visibly increases
on annealing to 30 K, and markedly increases on annealing to
35 K (Figure 1). It shifts to 1802.6 cm-1 with 15N2, giving an
isotopic 14N/15N ratio of 1.0345, which is characteristic of a
N-N stretching vibration. No intermediate absorptions are
observed in the mixed14N2 + 15N2 experiments, indicating that
only one N2 subunit is involved in this mode (Figure 3). In the
experiment with 0.05%14N2 + 0.1% 14N15N + 0.05% 15N2,
four absorptions at 1864.7, 1835.2, 1832.7, and 1802.7 cm-1

with approximately 1:1:1:1 relative intensities are produced
(Figure 3), which implies that the two N atoms are nonequiva-
lent. Doping with CCl4 has no effect on the band, which suggests
that the product is neutral. Accordingly, this band is assigned
to the N-N stretching vibration of the neutral YNN complex,
which is in agreement with the previous tentative assignment
in solid argon (1864.1 cm-1).11a

BP86 calculations predict YNN to have a4Σ+ ground state
with a linear geometry, which lies 3.0 kcal/mol lower in energy
than the Y(η2-N2) isomer (Figure 7). The N-N stretching
vibrational frequency of YNN is calculated at 1814.7 cm-1

(Tables 2 and 3), which is in accord with our observed value.
As listed in Table 2, the calculated14N/15N isotopic frequency
ratio (1.0350) also is consistent with the experimental observa-
tion (1.0345). B3LYP calculations give results consistent with
the BP86 calculations (Table 2). The assignment of the YNN
molecule is supported by the agreement between the experi-
mental and the calculated vibrational frequencies and isotopic
shifts.

Figure 1. Infrared spectra in the 1880-1710 and 750-550 cm-1 regions from co-deposition of laser-ablated Y atoms with 0.05% N2 and 15
mJ/pulse laser power in argon: (a) 60 min sample deposition at 4 K; (b) after annealing to 25 K; (c) after annealing to 30 K; and (d) after annealing
to 35 K.

TABLE 1: Infrared Absorptions (cm -1) from Co-deposition of Laser-Ablated Y and La Atoms with N2 in Excess Argon at 4 K
14N2

15N2
14N2 + 15N2

14N2 + 14N15N + 15N2
14N/15N assignment (mode)a

1864.7 1802.6 1864.7, 1802.6 1864.7, 1835.2, 1832.7, 1802.7 1.0345 YNN N-N str.
1845.5 1783.5 1.0348 (NN)xY(N2) N-N str.
1823.4 1762.8 1.0344 (NN)xY(N2) N-N str.
1799.6 1741.6 1.0333 (NN)xY(N2) N-N str.
1718.1 1662.0 1718.3, 1662.0 1718.0, 1690.7, 1687.1, 1662.3 1.0338 Y3NN N-N str.
702.8 682.6 702.8, 682.6 702.8, 692.9, 682.6 1.0296 (YN)2 Y-N str.
587.5 570.4 587.4, 570.5 587.5, 577.6, 570.6 1.0300 (YN)2 Y-N str.

1826.4 1765.9 1.0343 (NN)x LaNN N-N str.
1797.0 1737.4 1.0343 (NN)x LaNN N-N str.
1791.6 1732.3 1.0342 (NN)x LaNN N-N str.
1749.8 1692.2 1749.9, 1692.3 1749.7, 1723.1, 1719.2, 1692.2 1.0340 LaNN N-N str.
652.6 632.9 652.6, 632.8 652.6, 642.9, 632.9 1.0311 (LaN)2 La-N str.
530.1 513.9 530.1, 514.0 530.1, 521.1, 513.9 1.0315 (LaN)2 La-N str.

a str. is stretching mode.

TABLE 2: Comparison of Observed and Calculated IR
Frequencies (cm-1) and Isotopic Frequency Ratios of
Reaction Products

exptl calcd

molecule modea freq.a 14N/15N method freq.a 14N/15N

YNN N-N str. 1864.7 1.0345 BP86 1814.7 1.0350
B3LYP 1853.6 1.0350

(YN)2 Y-N str. (b1u) 702.8 1.0296 BP86 711.2 1.0300
B3LYP 726.2 1.0299

Y-N str. (b2u) 587.5 1.0300 BP86 557.7 1.0301
B3LYP 569.9 1.0300

Y3NN N-N str. 1718.1 1.0338 BP86 1684.4 1.0350
B3LYP 1743.3 1.0350

LaNN N-N str. 1749.8 1.0340 BP86 1762.4 1.0350
B3LYP 1834.5 1.0350

(LaN)2 La-N str. (b1u) 652.6 1.0311 BP86 668.9 1.0316
B3LYP 677.8 1.0317

La-N str. (b2u) 530.1 1.0315 BP86 532.0 1.0316
B3LYP 540.5 1.0317

a str. is stretching mode and freq. is frequency.
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(YN)2. For the experiments of laser-ablated Y atoms with
N2, the absorptions at 702.8 and 587.5 cm-1 appear on samples
annealing to 25 K and markedly increase on annealing to 30
and 35 K (Figure 1). The two bands, respectively, shift to 682.6
and 570.4 cm-1 with 15N2, giving isotopic frequency ratios (14N/
15N, 1.0296 and 1.0300) characteristic of M-N stretching
vibrations. No intermediate absorptions are observed in the
mixed 14N2 + 15N2 experiments, indicating that only two N
atoms are involved in this mode (Figure 3). In the experiment
with 0.05% 14N2 + 0.1% 14N15N + 0.05% 15N2, two sets of
triplet bands with approximate 1:2:1 relative intensities (Table
1 and Figure 3) are produced, which indicates that two
equivalent N atoms are involved. As shown in Figure 2, in the
experiments with different N2 concentrations and laser powers,
the absorptions at 702.8 and 587.5 cm-1 appear and exhibit the
same annealing behavior. Doping with CCl4 has no effect on
the two bands, which suggests that the product is neutral. The
two bands are assigned to the Y-N stretching vibrations of the
neutral (YN)2 complex. It is noted that in the previous
experiment with a high concentration of N2, the two bands at
710.4 and 586.9 cm-1 were assigned to the (YN)2 molecule.11a

For (YN)2, all possible structures were calculated using DFT
methods. The (YN)2 molecule is predicted to have a1Ag ground

state withD2h rhombic geometry (Figure 7), which is 20.0 and
60.5 kcal/mol lower in energy than the triplet and quintet ones,
respectively. The rhombic (MN)2 molecules also appear in the
reactions of laser-ablated Sc, Co, and Ni atoms with N2.11c,e

The present DFT calculations predict that (YN)2 has b1u and
b2u Y-N stretching vibrational frequencies at 711.2 and 557.7
cm-1 with an intensity ratio of 203:134 (Tables 2 and 3),
respectively, which are in accord with our observed frequencies
(702.8 and 587.5 cm-1) and intensity ratios. The b3u vibrational
frequency is predicted to be 225.5 cm-1, which is in the far-IR
region. The present observation is in disagreement with the
previous report, in which the two absorptions at 710.4 and 586.9
cm-1 were assigned to the b2u and b3u vibrations.11a As listed
in Table 2, the calculated14N/15N isotopic frequency ratios
(1.0300 and 1.0301) also are consistent with the experimental
observations (1.0296 and 1.0300). According to our DFT
calculations, the b3u mode frequency (225.5 cm-1) of (YN)2 is
too low to be observed in the present experiment (Table 3).
The assignment of the (YN)2 molecule is supported by the
agreement between the experimental and the calculated vibra-
tional frequencies and isotopic shifts.

Y3NN. For the experiments of laser-ablated Y atoms with
N2, the absorption at 1718.1 cm-1 appears on annealing to 25
K, visibly increases on annealing to 30 K, and markedly
increases on annealing to 35 K (Figure 1). It shifts to 1662.0
cm-1 with 15N2, giving an isotopic14N/15N ratio of 1.0338,
which is characteristic of a N-N stretching vibration. No
intermediate absorptions are observed in the mixed14N2 + 15N2

experiments, indicating that only one N2 subunit is involved in
this mode (Figure 3). In the experiment with 0.05%14N2 +
0.1%14N15N + 0.05%15N2, four absorptions at 1718.0, 1690.7,
1687.1, and 1662.3 cm-1 with approximately 1:1:1:1 relative
intensities are produced (Figure 3), which implies that the two
N atoms are inequivalent. Furthermore, this band is favored with
a higher laser energy, indicating that more than one Y atom is
involved. The 1718.1 cm-1 band lies in the region expected for
the N-N stretching vibration of bridging dinitrogen species.
Doping with CCl4 has no effect on the band, which suggests
that the product is neutral. As described next, our theoretical
calculations exclude the formation of a Y2(µ2-NN) molecule,
and this band is tentatively assigned to the N-N stretching
vibration of the neutral Y3NN complex.

We performed DFT calculations on all the possible structures,
and our results show that only two structures, namely,Cs and
C2V, converged without imaginary frequencies, which are close
in energy but very different in frequency (Figure 7). The N-N

Figure 2. Infrared spectra in the 720-560 cm-1 region from
co-deposition of laser-ablated Y atoms with different N2 concentrations
and different laser powers after annealing to 30 K in argon: (a) 0.05%
N2 and 5 mJ/pulse; (b) 0.05% N2 and 8 mJ/pulse; (c) 0.05% N2 and 15
mJ/pulse; (d) 0.2% N2 and 15 mJ/pulse; and (e) 0.5% N2 and 15 mJ/
pulse.

Figure 3. Infrared spectra in the 1880-1780, 1730-1630, and 750-550 cm-1 regions from co-deposition of laser-ablated Y atoms with N2 and
15 mJ/pulse laser power in argon after annealing to 35 K: (a) 0.05%14N2; (b) 0.05%15N2; (c) 0.05%14N2 + 0.05%15N2; and (d) 0.05%14N2 +
0.1% 14N 15N + 0.05%15N2.

IR and DFT of MNN, (MN)2 (M ) Y and La), and Y3NN J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 112, No. 16, 20083609



stretching vibrational frequency of theC2V structure is calculated
at 1684.4 cm-1 (Tables 2 and 3), which is in accord with our
observed value. As listed in Table 2, the calculated14N/15N
isotopic frequency ratio (1.0350) also is consistent with the
experimental observation (1.0338). All possible structures of
Y2NN have been calculated. According to our DFT calculations,
the convergedµ2-bridging geometry of the Y2(µ2-NN) molecule
is predicted to have a2B1 state withC2V symmetry, which has
an imaginary frequency, indicating that it is a transition state.
The assignment of the Y3NN molecule is supported by the
agreement between the experimental and the calculated vibra-
tional frequencies and isotopic shifts.

LaNN. For the experiments of laser-ablated La atoms with
N2, the absorption at 1749.8 cm-1 with a trapping site at 1755.3
cm-1 appears on annealing to 25 K, increases on annealing to
30 K, markedly decreases on broad-band irradiation, and
recovers on further annealing to 35 K (Figure 4). It shifts to
1692.2 cm-1 with 15N2, giving an isotopic14N/15N ratio of
1.0340, which is characteristic of a N-N stretching vibration.
No intermediate absorptions are observed in the mixed14N2 +
15N2 experiments, indicating that only one N2 subunit is involved
in this mode (Figure 6). In the experiment with 0.05%14N2 +
0.1%14N15N + 0.05%15N2, four absorptions at 1749.7, 1723.1,
1719.2, and 1692.2 cm-1 with approximately 1:1:1:1 relative
intensities are produced (Figure 6), which implies that the two
N atoms are nonequivalent. As shown in Figure 5, the absorption
at 1749.8 cm-1 dominates the spectrum in the 1920-1700 cm-1

region in the experiments with different N2 concentrations and
laser powers, indicating that this band is due to an initial product.
Doping with CCl4 has no effect on the band, which suggests
that the product is neutral. Accordingly, this band is assigned
to the N-N stretching vibration of the neutral LaNN complex,
and the assignment is supported by DFT calculations (vide
infra). The present observation is in disagreement with the
previous report, in which a weak band at 1889.3 cm-1 was
tentatively assigned to the LaNN molecule.11a

LaNN is predicted to have a4Σ+ ground state with a linear
geometry, which lies 1.3 kcal/mol lower in energy than the La-
(N2) isomer (Figure 7). The N-N stretching vibrational
frequency of LaNN is calculated at 1762.4 cm-1 (Tables 2 and
3), which is in accord with our observed value. As listed in
Table 2, the calculated14N/15N isotopic frequency ratio (1.0350)

also is consistent with the experimental observation (1.0340).
The assignment of the LaNN molecule is supported by the
agreement between the experimental and the calculated vibra-
tional frequencies and isotopic shifts.

(LaN)2. For the experiments of laser-ablated La atoms with
N2, the absorptions at 652.6 and 530.1 cm-1 appear on sample
annealing to 25 K, visibly increase on annealing to 30 K, slightly
decrease on broad-band irradiation, and markedly increase on
annealing to 35 K (Figure 4). The two bands, respectively, shift
to 632.9 and 513.9 cm-1 with 15N2, giving isotopic frequency
ratios (14N/15N, 1.0311 and 1.0315) characteristic of M-N
stretching vibrations. No intermediate absorptions are observed
in the mixed14N2 + 15N2 experiments, indicating that only two
N atoms are involved in this mode (Figure 6). In the experiment
with 0.05% 14N2 + 0.1% 14N15N + 0.05% 15N2, two sets of
triplet bands (Table 1 and Figure 6) are produced, which
indicates that two equivalent N atoms are involved. Doping with
CCl4 has no effect on the two bands, which suggests that the

Figure 4. Infrared spectra in the 1860-1725 and 680-500 cm-1 regions from co-deposition of laser-ablated La atoms with 0.05% N2 and 15
mJ/pulse laser power in argon: (a) 45 min sample deposition at 4 K; (b) after annealing to 25 K; (c) after annealing to 30 K; (d) after 12 min of
broad-band irradiation; and (e) after annealing to 35 K.

Figure 5. Infrared spectra in the 1920-1700 cm-1 region from co-
deposition of laser-ablated La atoms with different N2 concentrations
and different laser powers after annealing to 30 K in argon: (a) 0.05%
N2 and 5 mJ/pulse; (b) 0.05% N2 and 8 mJ/pulse; (c) 0.05% N2 and 15
mJ/pulse; (d) 0.2% N2 and 15 mJ/pulse; and (e) 0.5% N2 and 15 mJ/
pulse.
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product is neutral. The two bands are assigned to the La-N
stretching vibrations of the neutral (LaN)2 complex, which is
in agreement with the previous assignment in solid argon (652.3
and 529.9 cm-1).11a

The present DFT calculations lend strong support for the
assignment of (LaN)2. Similar to the (ScN)2 and (YN)2
molecules,11c the (LaN)2 molecule is predicted to have a1Ag

ground state withD2h symmetry (Figure 7), which is 33.7 and
90.3 kcal/mol lower in energy than the triplet and quintet ones,
respectively. In contrast to the previous reports,11a,cthe present
DFT calculations predict that (LaN)2 has b1u and b2u La-N
stretching vibrational frequencies at 668.9 and 532.0 cm-1

(Tables 2 and 3), which are in accord with our observed values
(652.6 and 530.1 cm-1). As listed in Table 2, the calculated
14N/15N isotopic frequency ratios (1.0316 and 1.0316) also are
consistent with the experimental observations (1.0311 and
1.0315). According to our DFT calculations, the b3u mode
frequency (229.4 cm-1) of (LaN)2 is too low to be observed in
the present experiment (Table 3). The assignment of the (LaN)2

molecule is supported by the agreement between the experi-
mental and the calculated vibrational frequencies and isotopic
shifts.

Other Absorptions. As compared to the previous experi-
ments using large N2 concentrations,11a new absorptions at
1845.5, 1823.4, and 1799.6 cm-1 are observed in the present
experiments of laser-ablated Y atoms with N2. These bands may
be due to the N-N stretching vibrations of the (NN)xY(NN)
species (Table 1). In the present experiments of laser-ablated
La atoms with N2, new absorptions at 1826.4, 1797.0, and
1791.6 cm-1 may be due to the N-N stretching vibrations of
the (NN)xLaNN species (Table 1).

Reaction Mechanism.In our experiments, no any nitride
absorptions were observed in the as-deposited and annealed
spectra, suggesting that in the present experiments, the laser
ablation conditions were not violent enough for generating Y
and La atoms with high energies to cause the dissociation of
molecular nitrogen to generate N atoms,18,19 indicating that the
observed products were formed by low-temperature reactions
of the metal atoms with molecular N2. On the basis of the
behavior observed in the experiment, plausible reaction mech-
anisms can be proposed as follows. Laser-ablated Y atoms are
co-deposited with N2 to form the YNN, (YN)2, and Y3NN
complexes (Figure 1). The species increase on annealing,
suggesting that the ground state Y atoms can react with N2

molecules to form YNN, (YN)2, and Y3NN complexes spon-
taneously according to reactions 1-4, which are predicted to
be exothermic. The formation mechanisms of (MN)2 molecules
(M ) Sc, Ti, and Gd) have been discussed in detail recently.9d-e

Similarly, the reaction of Y2 (5Σu
-) with N2 may proceed via

two intermediates to form the rhombic Y(µ2-N)2Y molecule,
as shown in Figure 8. The formation of the Y2(µ-η1:η2-N2)
intermediate with a planarCs structure (Figure 7) is the initial
step, which is predicted to be exothermic by 47 kcal/mol from
the ground state Y2 (5Σu

-) and N2. The N-N bond dissociation
reaction (Y2(µ-η1:η2-N2) f Y(µ2-N)2Y) is predicted to be
exothermic by 42 kcal/mol and proceeds via a nonplanar bridge-
bondedC2V intermediate Y2[η2-(µ2-N)2] (Figure 7), which lies
11 kcal/mol lower in energy than the Y2-(µ-η1:η2-N2) inter-
mediate

Figure 6. Infrared spectra in the 1800-1650 and 660-500 cm-1 regions from co-deposition of laser-ablated La atoms with N2 and 15 mJ/pulse
laser power in argon after annealing to 30 K: (a) 0.05%14N2; (b) 0.05%15N2; (c) 0.05%14N2 + 0.05%15N2; and (d) 0.05%14N2 + 0.1%14N 15N
+ 0.05%15N2.

TABLE 3: Ground Electronic States, Point Groups, Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1), and Intensities (km/mol) of Reaction
Products and Isomers Calculated at the BP86/6-311++G(d,p)-SDD Level

species electronic state point group frequency (intensity, mode)

YNN 4∑+ Cv 1814.7 (939,∑), 371.1 (10,∑), 262.3 (6,π), 262.3 (6,π)
Y(N2) 4B1 C2V 1679.9 (668, A1), 346.0 (20, B2), 333.2 (2, A1)
(YN)2

1Ag D2h 711.2 (203, b1u), 653.7 (0, Ag), 557.7 (134, b2u), 454.5 (0, b3g),
303.3 (0, Ag), 225.5 (82, b3u)

Y3NN 2B1 C2V 1684.4 (497, A1), 268.3 (2,A1), 258.3 (5, B1), 216.7 (2, B2),
197.1 (1, A1)

LaNN 4∑+ Cv 1762.4 (987,∑), 335.1 (10,∑), 272.9 (8,π), 272.8 (8,π)
La(N2) 4B1 C2V 1646.5 (542, A1), 333.1 (24, B2), 297.3 (3, A1)
(LaN)2 1Ag D2h 668.9 (335, b1u), 621.2 (0, Ag), 532.0 (229, b2u), 309.2 (0, b3g),

245.9 (0, Ag), 229.4 (83, b3u)

Y (2D) + N2 f YNN (4Σ+) ∆E ) -12.0 kcal/mol (1)

IR and DFT of MNN, (MN)2 (M ) Y and La), and Y3NN J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 112, No. 16, 20083611



Under the present experimental conditions, laser-ablated La
atoms are co-deposited with N2 to form the LaNN and (LaN)2
complexes on annealing to 25 K (Figure 4), which markedly
increase on further annealing, suggesting that the ground state
La atom can react with the N2 molecule to form the LaNN and
(LaN)2 complexes spontaneously according to reactions 5-7,
which are predicted to be exothermic. As shown in Figure 8,
the reaction of La2 (5Σu

-) with N2 to form the rhombic La(µ2-
N)2La molecule proceeds via two intermediates (Figure 7). The
formation of the La2-(µ-η1:η2-N2) intermediate with a planar
Cs structure is the initial step, which is predicted to be
exothermic by 57 kcal/mol from the ground state La2 (5Σu

-)
and N2. The N-N bond dissociation reaction (La2-(µ-η1:η2-
N2) f La(µ2-N)2La) is exothermic by 62 kcal/mol and proceeds

via a nonplanar bridge-bondedC2V intermediate La2[η2-(µ2-N)2],
which lies 14 kcal/mol lower in energy than the La2-(µ-η1:η2-
N2) intermediate

Conclusion

Yttrium and lanthanum nitrides and dinitrogen complexes
(YNN, (YN)2, Y3NN, LaNN, and (LaN)2) were prepared by
the reactions of laser-ablated yttrium and lanthanum atoms with
N2 in excess argon. On the basis of the isotopic shifts and
splitting patterns, the molecules (YNN, (YN)2, Y3NN, LaNN,
and (LaN)2) were characterized. DFT calculations were per-
formed, which lend support to the experimental assignments of
the infrared spectra. The ground-state yttrium and lanthanum
atoms reacted with N2 to form YNN, (YN)2, Y3NN, LaNN, and
(LaN)2 complexes spontaneously upon annealing.
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